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Abbreviations Used 

ABS 
Admon 
BEN 
CAUS 
clit 
COM 
CONT 
CONTR 
CTEMP 
DAT 
DEF 
DEP 
disharm 
du 
ERG 
ex 
FUT 
Fut:Cnt 
ID 
IMP 
Imp:Cnt 
IMPF 
in 
INCH 
indobj 
INSTR 
Irr 
LOC 
Norn 
NOM 
obj 
PASS 
PASSP 
PAST 
Past:Cnt 
pi 
PNC 
POSS 
PROP 
PRS 
PURPss 
R 
sg 
subj 
trsubj 
vbl 

absolutive case marker 
admonitive 
benefactive case marker 
causative case marker 
clitic 
comitative case marker (with) 
continuous (past continuous) 
counterfactural 
contemporaneous relative 
dative case marker 
definite demonstrative 
dependent (imperfect aspect) 
disharmonious 
dual number 
ergative case marker - transitive subject marker 
exclusive 
future tense 
future continuous 
identification clitic 
imperative 
imperative continuous 
imperfective 
inclusive 
inchoative 
indirect object 
instrument ( case marker) 
irrealis 
location (locative case marker) 
nominaliser 
nominative case marker 
object 
passive voice 
past perfective passive 
past tense 
past continuous 
plural 
proper noun classifier 
possession (genitive case marker) 
proprietive 
present tense 
purpose same subject 
referential 
singular 
subject 
transitive subject 
verbaliser 
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Preface 

For a long time people living in the Pilbara have been asking for more information 
about the Aboriginal people and their languages. This reference book is by no means 
comprehensive and leaves out much of the historical change which has affected languages 
over the past hundred years in this area. However it is an attempt to offer some 
insights into the complicated language systems in the Pilbara. The title of this book, 
Bilybara, is the word for the Pilbara region in Nyamal and Banyjima - it means dry . 

Aboriginal people are encouraged to use this book to help in their studies of Aboriginal 
languages. Hopefully in the future they will be the contributors of information about 
the languages which are missing because not enough is known about them to offer 
readers a detailed account of them. 

We would like to thank the Aboriginal people who have contributed to this book; 
Lorraine Injie, a Banyjima speaker who has given lots of advice about how this 
material should be presented so that Aboriginal people can learn about their languages; 
Sue Smythe, a Yindjibarndi speaker working with Aboriginal languages at the Pilbara 
Aboriginal Language Centre, Eva Black, a Banyjima speaker; Fred Bradman, a 
Nyangumarta speaker; Elsie Ginger, a Nyangumarta speaker; Esther Guiness, a 
Yindjibarndi speaker; Monty Hale, a Nyangumarta speaker; Elliott (Manny) Lockyer, a 
Kariyarra speaker; Rhonda McKay; a Kariyarra person; Allery Sandy, a Yindjibarndi 
speaker; Desmond Taylor, a Wamman and Manyjilyjarra speaker; Bruce Thomas, a 
Nyangumarta speaker; Alexander Brown, a Ngarla speaker who has shown us what 
can be done to assist in the recording of a language under tremendous threat; and the 
Management Committee and staff of W angka Maya, the Pilbara Aboriginal Language 
Centre in Port Hedland. We would also like to thank Alan Dench for his contributions 
to this book. 

Janet Sharp 
Pundulmurra College 
South Hedland 

Nick Thieberger 
AIATSIS 
Canberra 

(ii) 



Introduction 

This book has been written for people who want to find out more about the Aboriginal 
languages of the Pilbara. It has been written with Aboriginal people in mind. Information 
presented here could be useful to help understand some of the technical aspects of 
Aboriginal languages and hopefully it will give some ideas about how to record and 
work with languages. 

It is also a response to the needs of anthropologists, archaeologists, teachers, 
ethnobotanists and other people who may not have had linguistic training and who 
need to know more about the languages in the Pilbara to help them in their work. There 
are over 3,000 speakers of Aboriginal languages in the Pilbara region. 

The structure of the book is as follows: 

1. Pilbara languages. A brief introduction describes the location and relationships 
between the languages of the Pilbara and describes their present state, how much they 
are spoken and where. There is also specific infomation regarding similarities and 
differences of three of the subgroups illustrated in Diagram 1 on page 6 . In this 
section there are some general comments on the construction of orthographies, what an 
orthography must aim to capture and its internal consistency and comparability with 
other systems. A pronunciation guide is also included. Finally there is discussion of 
general grammatical features of the Pilbara languages. 

2. Language programmes. An overview of the types of Language Programmes which 
exist in schools and communities. 

3. What to do about recording languages. Some comments on how to record 
languages and what types of topics to consider when working with a language 
informant/specialist 

4 - 11. A brief description of eight individual languages: Banyjima, Manyjilyjarra, 
MartutJumira, Ngarla; Ngarluma, Nyangumarta, Yindjibarndi, Wamman. There is a 
guide to further reading for each of the languages which outlines the major work 
available dealing with the language. For a more detailed list of work and an annotated 
bibliography, see the Handbook of Western Australian Aboriginal Languages (South 
of the Kimberley Region) compiled by Nick Thieberger and published by Pacific 
Linguistics in Canberra (1992). 

Appendices: Pilbara Aboriginal language programmes, working with languages, 
linguistic work and speakers, some definitions, Pilbara place names and language 
exercises. 
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1. Pilbara Languages 

The geographical area we are calling the Pilbara extends from the Tropic of Capricorn 
north to the coast as far as Onslow in the west and out to the desert communities of 
Parnngurr and Punmu, and the coast at La Grange. 

At the coming of European settlement that began in 1788, there were over 600 language 
groups throughout the continent and there were some 28 languages spoken in the 
Pilbara area. Each of the languages was spoken in a number of dialects, the whole 
comprising a rich linguistic situation. Usually speakers of one language could understand 
one or more other languages, just as people in Europe today often know their own and 
other languages. 

However, since that time, with the pressures of European settlement and the universal 
adoption of English as a common language, many of these languages and dialects have 
been lost or are only remembered, but never used, by a few old people. 

Nhuwala, Pinikura, Ngarla are essentially extinct while Martuthunira, Kurrama, 
Ngarluma are only used occasionally. Yindjibarndi has emerged as a linguafranca or 
common language of part of the Pilbara, being spoken mainly in Roebourne but also in 
Port Hedland, Onslow and in inland towns with an Aboriginal population. 

Nyangumarta and Banyjima are also reasonably strong languages spoken at W arralong 
and Onslow respectively. Nyangumarta is by far the strongest of these three languages. 
Manyjilyjarra (or Martu Wangka) is spoken extensively throughout the desert regions 
and towns such as Jigalong, Punmu, Parnngurr, Newman, Nullagine, Marble Bar and 
Hedland. 

In addition to sharing a common body of words, the languages have similar grammatical 
structures. While it is possible to say that speakers of one language could understand 
other languages, such descriptions tell us little about the relationships between languages. 
The original linguistic situation meant that all people were multilingual, speaking or 
understanding at least two languages other than that which they called their own. 
Some particularly gifted individuals could speak as many as six or seven different 
languages. In this situation using 'mutual intelligibility' of languages does not necessarily 
tell us how closely the languages were related. 

Despite the fact that a number of the original Pilbara languages are now 'dead' in the 
sense that they are not spoken as full communications codes, the words of these 
languages are still used to a greater or lesser extent in everyday conversations. In 
particular, the traditional names of places are preserved in the original languages. 
Thus, while it is true to say that Pinikura, for example, is a dead language, many 
Pinikura names are still remembered and are used in context. Similarly, Nyiyaparli has 
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few speakers left, but it is the language of songs sung throughout the Pilbara. 

Today it is still common among Aboriginal people in the Pilbara to speak two or three 
languages, with some speakers able to use many more than that. In a non-literate 
society with a strong oral tradition, emphasis is often placed on skill in language use, 
story-telling, singing and command of numerous languages. 

Aboriginal societies, like all societies, have complex rules for behaviour. Language is 
an important aspect of the way we communicate. It is through observing some of the 
rules of the Aboriginal society that we are dealing with that we will be better able to 
communicate, to show respect, and to be regarded as people who are serious about 
communicating with Aboriginal people. 

An important rule to remember is that a dead person's name is not to be mentioned. 
When talking with people from Hedland and to the east of there, their name is replaced 
with the word 'Nyaparu', in the east it is 'Jukari'. Any word that sounds like it, or 
any other person's name that is the same or similar to it also become 'Nyaparu' or 
'Jukari'. 

Another important rule is that Mothers-in-law cannot talk to or face their sons-in-law. 
Other relatives are also in this situation of not being able to talk to each other, so you 
have to be careful about getting everyone to sit together in a room, or a car, and respect 
their decision not to be in the same place as the relative they have to avoid. 

Obviously the information presented in this book is only a small sketch which aims to 
give an idea of the structure of the languages and a little about the social context. 
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I. Pilbara Languages 

1.1 Linguistic Information 

In the Pilbara there are about 28 languages from one language family, which linguists 
call the Pama-Nyungan family. This family is divided into six groups of languages 
(Kanyara, Mantharta, Ngayarda, Marrngu, Ngumpin and Wati), in the same 
way that European languages like German, French and Polish all belong to different 
groups of the same language family. Diagram l lists the languages and their groupings. 
The groups are by no means conclusive and linguists are still studying individual 
language properties to decide which language group they belong to. For example the 
languages Palyku and Nyiyaparli are grouped with the Ngayarda languages in Diagram 
l. However, Alan Dench in his recent (1991) work has grouped Palyku and Nyiyaparli 
with the Wati group of languages. Much of the grouping of the Pilbara languages was 
the result of lexicostatistical surveys involving comparison of 100-item wordlists. The 
lexicostatistical surveys were supported by other evidence: phonological (dealing with 
the sounds of the languages), morphophonemic (dealing with the sound changes within 
morphemes) and grammatical. A brief summary of some of the differences between 
Ngayarda, Wati and Marrngu groups of languages is given below. 

Wati 
* Bound pronouns on the first word of sentences which carry 

nominative/accusative case. 
* Nominals and free pronouns which carry ergative/absolutive case ( overt ergative 

markers, zero absolutive markers). 
* No !amino-dental sounds (nh,th,ly,yh). 
* No active/passive voice distinction. 

Marrngu 
* Bound pronouns on the verb which carry nominative/accusative case. 
* Nominals and free pronouns which carry ergative/absolutive case ( overt ergative 

markers, zero absolutive markers). 
* No !amino-dental.sounds (nh,th,ly,yh). 
* No active/passive voice distinction. 

Ngayarda 
* No bound pronouns. 
* No ergative case marking. 
* Nominals and free pronouns which carry nominative/accusative case (some 

overt accusative markers, zero nominative markers). 
* Lamino-dentals but usually no initial front (alveolar) sounds. 
* Some languages have a morphophonemic rule of nasal dissimilation on the 

locative case marker i.e. -ngka becomes -ka when it attaches to a nominal 
containing a nasal stop cluster. 

* Active/passive voice distinction. 
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1. Pilbara Languages 

Diagram 1 

Family tree list of Pilbara Aboriginal Languages (adapted from O'Grady, 
Voegelin and V oegelin 1966) 

PAMA-NYUNGAN 

Nyungic 

11----Mantharta --.--------

11----Ngayarda 

I 
I 

I 

I 

11----Marrngu ---,,---------

---- Ngumpin 

1---- Wati I 
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1.2 Spelling Systems (Orthographies) 

1.2 Spelling Systems (Orthographies) 

The following information was written largely by Alan Dench. It gives an overview of 
how to understand the actual function of the writing systems used to write down 
Aboriginal languages. 

Before spending time discussing an orthography for use in Western Australia, it is 
necessary to explain just what a practical orthography is; what it attempts to capture/reveal 
about a language and its limitations. An understanding of this will make an acceptance 
of an orthography that much easier. Many of the criticisms levelled at orthographies 
are unfair, based on a misunderstanding of what it is an orthography seeks to accomplish. 

First, it must be pointed out that orthographies are not purely phonetic, that is, they 
do not capture the very fine nuances of sound and style that linguists are able to 
describe using a phonetic alphabet. Further, an orthography is an essentially 
arbitrary representation of the system of sound contrasts in a particular language. 
The orthography does not set out to capture any sound which may be uttered in 
speaking a language and to contrast this with all the other sounds. It is restricted only 
to noting the important sound contrasts in a language. 

To explain further, it is necessary to introduce the linguistic term phoneme and the 
ideaofa phonemic transcription as against a phonetic transcription. A phoneme 
is an abstraction invented by the linguist (though, hopefully, corresponding to some 
psychological real entity, on the part of the language user) to represent a class of 
phonetic sounds which form a point in the phonological system of the language. For 
example, in English we find the phoneme /kl occurring with a number of phonetic 
variants. Thus, the /kl sounds in the following words are all different phonetically: 

kit skit cot Scot 

In 'cot' and 'Scot', the k sound is produced by touching the back of the tongue to the 
roof of the mouth close to the back of the soft palate, In 'kit' and 'skit' the k is made 
by touching a different portion of the tongue - somewhat forward of that used to 
produce 'cot' - to the roof of the mouth in the region of the hard palate. The k sounds 
in 'kit' and 'cot' are released with an accompanying puff of air (which we call aspiration) 
while the k sounds in 'skit' and 'Scot' are not. You can demonstrate this easily by 
saying the two pairs of words while holding a lighted match in front of your lips. The 
aspirated k should make the flame flicker, while the non-aspirated k will not. 

So the four words given above illustrate four phonetically different instances of the 
phoneme /kl which could be written phonetically as: 
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1.2 Spelling Systems (Orthographies) 

Nevertheless, we identify the four different sounds as variants of the one phoneme /kl 
which exists in English, in contrast with the phonemes /p/, /1/ and /g/ for example. 
Each of these phonemes consist of a collection of phonetic sounds which together are 
taken as a class operating as such in the sound system of the language. 

The most important definition of a contrast between two phonemes, or two classes of 
phonetic sounds, is the way in which a language may make use of the contrast to code 
a difference in meaning. For example, the English phonemes /kl and /p/ can be defined 
as such since they signal the difference in meaning in the following words: 

kit pit 
cot pot 
skit spit 
Scott spot 

So our orthography is intended to be phonemic rather than phonetic. It reflects a 
system of contrasts holding amongst the phonetic sounds of the language. 

The examples above have no doubt left some confusion as regards the status of English 
orthographic 'k' as against orthographic 'c'. Suffice is to say that English orthography 
is not phonemic. This is obvious to any child learning to read and write who has to 
contend with English words such as 'knight', 'through', 'though', 'rough', 'ought' 
etc. 

In truth, English orthography is a phonetic orthography which is a few hundred years 
out of date; it has not kept a pace of the phonetic and phonemic changes in the 
language. 

It is most likely because of our awareness of the inappropriateness of English orthography 
to spoken English that we tend to characterise truly phonemic orthographies as phonetic. 
As we have seen, there is a great difference. 

There remain two very important points to make with regard to phonemes and phonemic 
orthographies. 

Firstly, it must be pointed out that there is no such thing as 'the phoneme /k/'. There 
may be a phoneme /kl in English and a phoneme /kl in Nyangumarta, and a phoneme 
/kl in Swahili, but there is no universal phoneme /kl. In each of these three languages 
the use of the label 'phoneme /kl' is a cover term for a whole set of phonetic sounds 
which form a class in systematic contrast with other classes of phonetic sounds. The 
phonetic membership of the classes which are called 'phoneme /kl' in English, 
Nyangumarta and Swahili are not the same and should never be read as the same. 

Secondly, it should be clear that since a phonemic orthography is not phonetic and so 
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1.2 Spelling Systems (Orthographies) 

does not capture the fine details of a phonetic transcription, the written form of a word 
is not enough to allow the reader of that word to produce it as it should be spoken in 
that language. The reader must have a knowledge of the phonetics of the particular 
language and be able to translate the phonemic transcription into the correct phonetic 
form; must be able to select the correct phonetic variants out of the classes of variants 
that comprise the phonemes. 

If these points are not understood, many problems can arise in using the orthography. 
The best way to illustrate this is by example. 

Imagine that a linguist sets about the task of writing down the words of a language. 
After arriving at an analysis of the phonological system of the language, and some clear 
idea of the phonemes of the language, he or she designs an orthography for the 
language based on the English alphabet. Eventually the linguist will have collected 
enough words and phrases to make the production of a grammar and dictionary possible. 
Happily the linguist sends copies of the grammar and dictionary to those people who 
have helped in the production of the material. Perhaps these people have never learnt 
to read and so invite a person who does read, English, to read to them some of the 
words and phrases. If this were to happen in Australia it is possible that the reader was 
not a speaker of the language. The reader, not knowing the ins and outs of the 
phonetic system of the language for which the orthography was devised, will no doubt 
give the English alphabetic letters a phonetic realisation following English phonetic 
rules. The letters will be read as English phonemes, not as phonemes of the language 
which is being read. The reaction of the people whose language is being presented this 
way will no doubt range from total incomprehension through to genuine dismay that 
the language has not been recorded correctly. 

There are a number of morals to the story but the main one, for the purposes of this 
book, is as follows. The fact that a previously unwritten language has been recorded 
and an orthography established for the writing of words in that language, does not 
finish the job. An orthography is useless unless those who use it understand it, and 
understand what its relationship to the phonetic form is. 

An orthography is, then, the letters used in writing languages. These letters reflect the 
rules of the spelling system and generally the following conditions apply when reading 
languages of the Pilbara: 
* Every letter in the orthography always stands for the same phonemic sound -

remember every phoneme represents a variety of phonetic realisations in the 
language. Notice that in English the combination of letters ough can be 
pronounced in a least 6 different ways e.g. enough, through, ought, bough, 
cough, though, etc 

* Every sound in the language is written in the same way - this contrasts dramatically 
with English where you find the same sound written in a variety of letter forms 
e.g. 'k' can be written as k, ck, q, eh, and c . 
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1.2 Spelling Systems (Orthographies) 

* There is no difference between a p and a b, a t and a d, and a k and a g in 
these spelling systems. You will notice that only one of each pair of letters is 
used. Some languages use all of the voiceless variety - p, t, and k; some use 
all of the voiced variety - b, d, and g; but languages like Yindjibarndi and 
Banyjima use a mixture - b, d, and g-k. This is to avoid confusion in the 
writing system when the combination of letters ng really stands for an n 
followed by a g, to allow the distinction between words like wanga and 
wanka to be made clear. 

* Some of the sounds are written using two letters e.g. ng, ny, nh, th, rl, ly. 
These letters all represent one sound. There are no silent letters like the b in 
lamb. 

* There are no sounds like f, v , s, z, in the Pilbara languages. 
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1.3 Pronunciation Guide 

1.3 Pronunciation Guide 

The following letters have been selected to represent the sounds of the Pilbara Aboriginal 

languages. Note that in some languages it has been decided that p, t, and k should be 
used to represent the stops but in others the b, d, and g have been used. 

stops 
nasals 
laterals 
tap/trill 
glides 

high 
low 

bilabial dental alveolar 
p/b th t/d 
m nh n 

lh 1 
rr 

w yh 

front back 
i; ii u; uu 

a; aa 

retroflex alatal velar 
rt/rd j k/g 
rn ny ng 
rl ly 

r y w 

The following indicates how the sounds are pronounced (although readers should refer 

to the diagrams of the vocal tract given below which indicate specifically how larnino
dentals, retroflexes and palatals are pronounced). Some sounds have English equivalents 

but many are not found in the English sound system. 

The following sounds have English equivalents: 

a as in 'gf:;out', 'bgt' w as in 'wet' 
i asin 'radi.o' y as in )!_et' 
u asin 'pyJ' p/b as in 's12.in' NOT i:l.in' 
m asin 'mat' t/d as in 'st.ake' NOT 'tgke' 
n asin'nut' k/g as in 'skin' NOT 'k.in' 
1 as in 'let' ng as in 'si!1ger' 
r asin 'r.ake' rr as in Scottish 'r.un' 
aa as in 'part' ii as in 'peat' 
uu as in 'foot 'but twice as long 

Sounds without English equivalents: 

Palatals 
The sounds: j, ny, and I y are produced by the middle of the tongue touching the area 

of the hard palate and the tip of the tongue pointing downwards to the lower teeth or in 

some cases the tongue tip is touching the back of the top teeth. However to help with 

their pronunciation you could use the following as a guide: 

J is similar to the d in 'due' 

ny is similar to the n in 'new' or the n y in 'canyon' 

ly is similar to the 11 in 'million' 
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1.3 Pronunciation Guide 

Lamino-Dentals: 

Alveo
Palatals 

y j 

ny ly 

th while this sound has no real English equivalent, it can sound like an English 

t or d but it although some linguists say it is more like the th in thing than 
the t in tin or the d in din. 

nh this can sound like an English n but it has no real English equivalent - it is 

an n like sound which is made by the blade of the tongue touching both top 
and bottom teeth and the tip is down near the bottom teeth. 

1h there is no English equivalent - it is an I sound which is made by the blade 

of the tongue touching both top and bottom teeth and the tip is down near 
the bottom teeth. 

Retroflex Sounds 

Lamino
Dentals 

th nh 
yh lh 

Retroflex sounds are made with the tongue tip turned back. In Aboriginal languages 
retroflex sounds are written with an r preceding a consonant. The rt sound is a t 

sound with the tongue tip turned back. The rn is an n sound with the tongue tip 
turned back. The rl sound is an I with the tongue tip turned back. 
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Post
Alveolars 

r rn rl 

rt or rd 

1.3 Pronunciation Guide 

The tip of the tongue turns back and touches the roof of the mouth just behind the 
alveolar ridge. 
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1.4 A word about the grammar 

The Aboriginal languages of this region share many features. This is mainly because 
they are all part of one language family, in the same way that English, Italian, and 
German are all part of one language family. Some of the features were outlined in 1.1, 
and are given in more detail below: 

1.4.1 General comment 
The languages are agglutinative. This means that they use affixes attached to root 
words to make other meaningful words and sentences. The Pilbara languages all use 
suffixes. The following are example sentences to illustrate the use of suffixes in 
sentences: 

1. Kujarra-lu yukurru-lu-jirri yirri-rni-pulu 
two dog see 
'Two dogs saw it.' (Nyangumarta) 

2. Kuwiyi - ngku nyuntu-mili kanyi- mu 
meat you keep 
'He kept your meat.' (Manyjilyjarra) 

Words also fall into two main classes: nominals and verbs. 

In English we have word classes such as nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, 
prepositions etc. The analysis of nouns, pronouns and adjectives in English as distinct 
classes is different to what we find in Pilbara Aboriginal languages. Because nouns, 
pronouns and adjectives behave the same way in the grammar of these Aboriginal 
languages, they are classed together as nominals. Nominals in Aboriginal languages 
can all take the same kinds of endings unlike English nouns, pronouns and adjectives 
which are in separate word classes. For example the word dog (noun) can take an -s 
(dogs) to indicate more than one, but the word big (adjective) cannot take an -s 
(*bigs). The word big can take the ending -er (bigger) to indicate comparison, but the 
word dog cannot take the same ending (*dogger) to indicate comparison. 

Examples of nominals in Nyangumarta: 
3. mirtawa woman 

yukurru dog 
wirtu big 
ngaju I 

Examples of verbs in Nyangumarta: 
4. yirri see 

wirla hit/kill 
muwarrpi speak 
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Endings (suffixes) which attach to nominals and verbs in Aboriginal languages: 
Nominals 
number 

adverbial references (like English prepositions) 
subject markers 
person (pronouns) 

object markers 

Verbs 
tense 
mode 
aspect 
number 
voice 

(past, present, future) 
(indicative, conditional, imperative) 

(competive, irrealis, volitional ... ) 
(first, second, third) 
(active, passive) 

l.4.2a Free Word Order 
English is very dependent on the order in which words are spoken to give the listener 

information about who's doing what to whom. For example the following two sentences 

have different meanings because of the order of the words in them: 

5 . Martin spoke to Jill. 

If we change the order of that sentence to: 

6. Jill spoke to Martin 

we would definitely get a different mental picture about the person doing the speaking. 
And if we were to change the order again to: 

7 .a Spoke to Jill Martin or 
.b Spoke to Martin Jill. 

we would have a sentence not normally spoken in English. 

For many Aboriginal languages, word order is not important The following Nyangumarta 

sentence shows how the same meaning can be given to six different sentence forms: 

8. Mirtawalu wirlarna yukurru. 

Wirlarna mirtawalu yukurru. 

Yukurru mirtawalu wirlama. 
Mirtawalu yukurru wirlarna. 

Yukurru wirlama mirtawalu. 

Wirlarna yukurru mirtawalu. 

The woman hit the dog. 
The woman hit the dog. 
The woman hit the dng. 
The woman hit the dng. 
The woman hit the dng. 
The woman hit the dog. 
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1.4 Grammar 

Because Aboriginal languages have relatively free word order, it is important to understand 
that sentences can be easily interpreted by listeners. Languages which don't rely on 
word order to tell the listener who the subject is and who the direct object is rely on 
other means. Often these means are in the form of affixes which attach to nominals. 
This marking which occurs on nominals in Aboriginal languages to show the role of 
the nominal in the sentence is called case. In the above sentences, the listener is not 
confused about who actually hit the dog. The nominal for woman has marking which 

gives this needed information: 

9. Mirtawa - Ju wirlarna yukurru. 
woman - transitive subject marker hit dog 
'The woman hit the dog.' (Nyangumarta) 

Many Aboriginal languages in this region have a suffix that goes on the end of the 
subject to show that it is a transitive subject, as in this example from Nyangumarta. 
The -lu suffix tells the hearer that the woman rnirtawa is the subject of the verb 'hit' 

i.e. the one hitting the dog. 

Many of the Ngayarda languages, however do not distinguish transitive and intransitive 
subjects. This is the same as in English, where there are subjects and direct objects, 
but English doesn't distinguish between the subject of sentences like (a) which have a 

direct object, and (b) which do not. 

a) The child sees the father (Transitive sentence) 
b) The child laughed. (Intransitive sentence) 

However, the Ngayarda languages still have freer word order than English. This is 
because in sentences with a subject and an object, the object has a special marker which 
indicates its role. Yindjibarndi, Ngarluma and Banyjima, for example have suffixes 
which occur on the direct objects of transitive sentences. In the example above, the 
language indicates it was the father that the child saw by an accusative suffix ( object 

marker). For example: 

10. Manggurla nhawu mama-ngu 
child sees father- object marker 
'The child sees the father.' 

In this sentence, the child is the subject (the one doing the action) and the father is the 
object (having the action done to it). Notice that the -ngu is attached to the word for 

father (mama) to show that it is the object. 

1.4.2b Transitivity 
An important concept to understand is transitivity. A transitive verb takes a direct 
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1.4 Grammar 

object - an intransitive verb does not An example of some transitive verbs in English 
are: 

hit, kill, do, say, catch, give 

A good way of finding if a verb is transitive is to see if you can use it after you say 
the verb, for example: hit it, kill it, do it, say it, catch it, give it. 
An intransitive verb has only a subject. Some examples of intransitive verbs are: 

cry, sleep, laugh, die 

Notice you can't say it after these verbs: cry it, sleep it, laugh it, die it. 

1.4.3 Case Marking 
As well as having suffixes like the transitive subject marker and the direct object 
marker seen above there are many other suffixes which mark case in Pilbara languages. 
Again these case markers give the listener the information needed in order to understand 
the role of the noun (or nominal) in the sentence. The following is an example of the 
different types of case markings that can occur on nominals (see the chapters below for 
specific eaxamples of each of the following): 

Instrumental (by/with) 
Locative(in/auon/by) 
Allative (to) 
Dative/Purposive (for) 
Elative (Ablative) (from) 
Causal/Resultative (because of) 
Lative (near) 
Comitative (with) 
Causative (because of) 
Genitive (possession) 

1.4.4 One Word Sentences or Verbless Sentences 
It is also common to have sentences which consist of only one word (sometimes 
without a verb. These examples are from Manyjilyjarra. 
11. Ngarnta-rna 'I'm sick.' 
12. Nyangu-rna 'I saw it (the water)' 
13. Ngayulurna nyangu kalyu 'I saw the water.' 
14. Nyangurna kalyu. 'I saw the water.' 

15. Ka - ngku -payi -laju - janampa 
take- FUT- Past:Cnt - JplexSubj - 3plR 
'We (ex) took it (meat) to them (the old people).' 
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1.4 Grammar 

1.4.5 Sentences With a String of Verbs 
It is common in Aboriginal languages to have a sentence like the following in which 

there are a number of verbs strung together: 

16. Marlu �~� katingu paamu ngalangu wiyamu. 
'He killed the kangaroo, took it, cooked it, ate it 
and finished it ' (Manyjilyjarra) 

1.4.6 Pronouns . Bound and Free 
Pronouns (those words which mean 1, me, he, she, it, them, they, us, we etc) can 

exist in two different ways in Aboriginal languages. Pronouns can be either free or 
bound. A free pronoun is like the pronouns we have in English - he, she, it - they 

exist as separate words and do not get attached to other words (although they can have 

suffixes attached to them). The bound pronouns are those pronouns which have to be 
attached to other words - they cannot exist on their own. Some of the languages in the 

Pilbara do not have bound pronouns; many of the languages in the Ngayarda, Mantharta, 
and Kanyara groups do not have bound pronouns. 

1.4.6a Free Pronouns 
The free pronouns in Nyangumarta are inflected for ergative/absolutive case, and they 
take the same case markers (suffixes) as nouns. Notice that pronouns have separate 

forms for dual number and for inclusive (including the hearer) and exclusive (excluding 
the hearer): 

17. Free pronouns in Nyangumarta 

Person Singular Dual 

1 in ngali (we 2) 

1 ex 

2 

3 

ngaju (I) 

nyuntu (you) 

paliny (s/he/it) 

ngalayi (we 2 - not you) 

nyumpala (you 2) 

puliny (those 2) 

Plural 

nganyjurru (we all incl) 

nganama (we all- not you) 

nyurra (you all) 

jana (they all) 

In some languages the free pronouns change their shape depending on whether they are 

the subject, object or indirect object of a sentence, but do not use the same suffixes as 
other nominals. For example in Banyjima the following pronoun forms occur: 

18. Free pronouns in Banyjima 

1 singular 

Subject 

Object 

ngatha (I) 

ngaju (me) 

!dual (inc) 

ngali (we 2) 

ngalimpagu (us 2) 

Instrument ngathalu (using me) ngalilu (using us 2) 

Location ngathala (at me) ngalila (at us 2) 

2 singular 

nyinda (you) 

nyinku (you) 

nyindalu (using you) 

nyindala ( at you) 

Possession ngatharndu (mine) ngalimpatharndu (yours) nyinkuthamdu (yours) 
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1.4 Grammar 

l.4.6b Bound Pronouns 
There are bound Subject pronouns, Direct Object pronouns and Indirect Object pronouns 
in most of the Wati and Marrngu Pilbara languages. These occur attached to the first 
word of the sentence in the Wati languages but occur attached to the verb in the 
Marmgu language, Nyangumarta. The following is the set of bound pronouns in 
Manyjilyjarra. 

19. Bound pronouns in Manyjilyjarra 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

1 in -li (we 2) -la (we all incl) 

1 ex -ma (I) -liju (we 2 - not you) -laju (we all-not you) 

2 -n (you) -npula (you 2) -nyurra (you all) 

3 -jl (he/she/it) -pula (those 2) -ya (they all) 

1.4.7 Verbal Endings 
Verbs have a complex system of suffixes which alter the meaning of the verb. Some 
examples are given below: 

20. Verbal Endings in Manyjilyjarra 
wakala 'spear it!' 

'he is spearing it' 
'he speared it' 

Imperative 
Present Tense 
Past Tense 

'he will spear it' Future Tense 
'he was spearing it' Past Continuous 
'he used to spear it' Past Habitual 
'he will be spearing it ' Future Continuous 
'he might spear it' Irrealis 
'watch out he will spear it' Admonitive 

wakarni 
wakarnu 
wakalku 
wakalpayi 
wakala 
wakalmalpa 
wakalngara 
wakaljaku 
wakanma 'keep on spearing it' Imperative Continuous 

21. Verbal Endings in Banyjima 
gamba-rna 
gamba-lgu 
gamba-larda 
gamba-lgaji 
gamba-lalha 
gamba-lwuru 
gamba-nma 
gamba-lgara 
gamba-ljara 
gamba-lburu 
gamba-lardanguru 
gamba-rnu 
gamba-rnaanu 

'he burnt it' 
'he is burning it.' 
'he might bum it' 
'he will bum it' 
'he burnt it' 
'he used to bum it' 

Past 
Present 
Future (irrealis) 
Future (realis) 
Perfect 
Habitual 

'bum it' Imperative 
'let's bum it' Hortative 
'he might bum it' Might (active) 
'he might get burnt by it' Might (passive) 
'he should bum it' Contrafactual 
'he was burning it' 
'he was burnt by it. 

Participle (active) 
Participle (passive) 
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1.4 Grammar 

The following is a summary of the types of meaning the above tense, mood or aspect 
names have: 

An Explanation of Verbal Endings: 
Past Tense - the event happened, or was happening before the time of the utterance. 'I 
speared the kangaroo.' 
Present Tense - the event is continuing to happen at the time of the utterance. '/ 'm 
spearing the kangaroo.' 
Future Tense - the event is likely to come about in the future. 'I will spear the kangaroo 
( sometime in the future).' 
Realis Future - the speaker is committed to the belief that the event will definitely 
occur. 'I will spear the kangaroo ( definitely in the future).' 
Perfect Aspect - the event was completed before the time of utterance. '/ speared the 
kangaroo yesterday.' 
Passive Perfect Aspect - the event was completed before the time of utterance. 'The 
kangaroo was speared. ' 
Habitual Aspect - the event used to happen. '/ used to spear kangaroos when I was 
young.' 
Imperative Mood - the speaker is ordering someone to do something. 'Spear it.' 
Hortative Mood - 'let's do something'. 'Let's go and spear the kangaroo." 
Might (active) - 'something might happen' which is unwanted. 'Watch out, you might 
spear that kangaroo.' 
Might (passive) -'something might happen' which is unwanted but this happens in a 
passive utterance : 'Watch out, that kangaroo might get speared by you.' 
Contrafactual - 'should' 'I should spear the kangaroo.' 
Participle - 'was in the process of 'I saw the man who was spearing the kangaroo.' 
Participle (passive) - 'That kangaroo was speared by the man with a boomerang.' 

1.4.8 Numerals 
Nouns are also inflected for number, note that the word for 'dog' in example 2 2 has 
-jirri to show there are two dogs, and 'woman' in example 23 has -rrangu to show 
there are more than two women. 

22. Kujarra yukurru-jirri ya - na - pulu 
two dog du number go-PAST-3du 
'The two dogs went.' (Nyangumarta) 

23. Mirtawa-rrangu ya -na -yi 
woman pl go-PAST-3pl 
'The women went.' (Nyangumarta) 
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2. Language Programmes 

2. Language Programmes 

There are many different ways Aboriginal languages can be incorporated into a school. 
A brief explanation of the different types of language programmes appears below: 

I. Bilingual Education/Initial literacy 
A Bilingual Education programme refers to a situation where children are taught 
literacy and numeracy skills and concepts first in their mother tongue (first language) 
so that they are able to use and understand them without conceptual interference from 
another language. The concepts learned in the mother tongue are later applied to the 
second language. This method ensures the children are not faced with learning both 
new concepts and language related to the thing being taught 

Children for whom a Bilingual programme is applicable are those children who speak 
their Aboriginal language as a first language and learn English as a second or third 
language. Bilingual programmes are only suited to strong Aboriginal languages with 
more than 200 speakers of the language . 

There are four types of bilingual language/initial literacy programmes: 
I.I Transfer Model. In this model children are taught literacy skills in the vernacular 
(the Aboriginal language) whilst they maintain a strong oral English programme. Once 
they have achieved a high standard of literacy in the Aboriginal language and a high 
level of oral competencies in English they are transferred to learning literacy skills in 
English. The vernacular is then terminated as part of a formal learning programme. 

1.2 Maintenance Model. In this model children are taught literacy skills in the 
vernacular whilst they are engaged in a strong oral English programme. When they are 
ready to transfer to learning literacy skills in English the vernacular programme is not 
terminated. Instead it is maintained so that children are still able to develop more in the 
vernacular language as well as English. The problem with the Maintenance model is 
that the resources needed to maintain the vernacular programme are seldom developed 
so that gradually the vernacular programme falls by the way. This is true for the 
majority of bilingual Aboriginal language programmes in Australia. 

1.3 Development Model. In this model children are taught literacy skills in English 
whilst they are engaged in strong oral vernacular/ Aboriginal language. This is designed 
for two types of language situations: 

a) Literacy materials in the vernacular language have not yet been developed 
so children have to be taught literacy in English whilst they are being 
developed. 

b) The children do not speak the Aboriginal language as a first language so 
they are taught literacy skills first in English then later in the Aboriginal 
language. This is very similar to enrichment programmes. 
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2. Language Programmes 

1.4. Concurrent Literacy Programmes. In this model children learn literacy skills in 
two languages at the same time. The Y aruman community school at Ringer Soak (near 
Halls Creek in Western Australia) uses this model of Bilingual Education. 

2. Language Enrichment 
A Language Enrichment programme (also referred to as Language Maintenance) is one 
in which children can be taught both oral and literacy skills of a language. A Language 
Enrichment programme does not mean that the children are learning to read and write in 
their Aboriginal language before they learn these same skills in English. It is designed 
for situations in which it would not be possible to implement a formal Bilingual 
programme. 
A Language Enrichment programme can be used for two types oflanguage situations: 

a) Where children speak their Aboriginal language fluently and as a first 
language. 

b) Where children do not speak their Aboriginal language fluently but their 
parents do. In this situation the children understand the language when 
they hear it but they do not use it in day to day conversation except for a 
few words. 

3. A Language Renewal/Revival/Learning Programme 
This is a programme designed to teach children to speak the Aboriginal language. The 
programme can be a combination of both oral and written language and there are many 
different approaches that can be used depending on the availability of language teachers. 
In order to implement these types of programmes it is essential that there are some 
remaining speakers of the language alive who can assist in the teaching process or 
could produce tape material for classes. 

4. A Language Awareness Programme 
Language Awareness programmes are Social Studies type units which have been prepared 
for use in schools and colleges. A Language Awareness programme does not aim to 
teach the language to the student (although there is usually a language speaking component) 
but rather the student should learn about the language. These types of programmes 
are suitable for areas where there is a general interest in Aboriginal languages although 
there are not many speakers of the language (if any). They are also suited to areas 
where there are strong Aboriginal languages and non-speakers as well as speakers of 
the language who want to learn more about the particular language or languages. 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal children should be taught these units and it is important 
that the teacher be properly inducted by a local linguist. Aborignal languages that are 
no longer used everyday can be used in Language Awareness programmes if there are 
'rememberers' of the language or if there is enough recorded material available. 

Language Awareness units have been produced for use in places like Nulungu College 
Broome for the languages of the Kimberleys and Hedland Senior High School for the 
languages of the Pilbara. 
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3. What to do about recording languages 

This note covers some of the things you can do to make sure that you have good 
records of your language to pass on to future generations. While it is important to have 
good advice from linguists about ways of recording information, it is more important 
for you to start work now. If you have a language centre in your area, contact them for 
more advice. The important thing is to start as soon as possible. 

Firstly, think about who the people are whose language you want to record. Sometimes 
the best speakers of the language might not be the easiest people to work with. Decide 
what sort of information you want to record. W ordlists are a good way to start, but 
you should also be able to record stories and songs. 

Get hold of a reasonable tape recorder (you can ask your local language centre for 
help), and some cassesttes (C-60 are best). Try to record in a quiet place, otherwise 
you might hear dogs or crows or kids on the tape instead of the person you are trying 
to record. 

Use a sock or a wind protector on the microphone because wind noise can be louder 
than other sounds. 

When you start the recording session, speak into the microphone and say the date, 
what language is being recorded, where you are and who is talking. This means the 
tape can be identified even if the case or label is lost. 

You should also include some more information about what is in the cassette on some 
label or paperwork. It is a good idea to list the cassettes by number or by date so that 
you know which one you are talking about in the paperwork. 

Once you have finished recording the tape and you think that there is some useful 
information on it, make a copy of it and leave it in a safe place. This means that if one 
copy is damaged, there will still be another one available. You should keep the cassette 
in a cool dry place and rewind it at least once a year. 

The next step is to transcribe the information, that is to write out what is on the tape. 
When you transcribe from the tape, try to be as accurate as possible. 

What to Record 
You will have some ideas about what to record on cassette, but here are some other 
ideas that might help. 
Stories about: 

* country (what is the speaker's main country?) 
* ancestral beings tra veiling 
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* recent history 
* ways of living in the bush (bush food, seasons .... ) 

Wordlists for: 
* kin (what do you call your mother's brother's wife?) 

* skin names 
* meat 

* bush tucker 
* birds 
* trees and plants 

* spatial terms 
* directions 

* body parts 
* country 

If you want to record information about how the country was used, you could ask 
about the following things (thanks to Fiona Walsh for suggesting some of the following): 

Stories about animals/birds: 
* where they are found/where they live, make their nest etc 
* when they are hunted and how 
* what they eat/hunt 
* breeding time/how they breed 
* numbers of offspring 
* how they defend themselves 
* what they look like, what are some of their special features 
* describe the lifecycle of the animals/birds 
* how they are cooked 
* 'Dreaming' stories associated with animals and birds 

* distribution of food 

Stories about plants and trees: 
* where they are found 
* when they are gathered and how 
* how they defend themselves (prickles, poisons etc) 
* what they look like, what are some of their special features 
* what the flowers and fruit look like 
* describe the lifecycle of the plants, seasons of flowering, fruiting etc 
* how they are cooked 
* 'Dreaming' stories associated with plants and trees 
* distribution of food 
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Other information about the country could be collected: 
What happened during drought? 

* where did people go? 
* what was eaten? 
* what were the main water places? 
* did people come together or move apart during drought? 

What happened during good times? 
* did people come together or move apart during good times? 
* what sort of places did people move to? 
* how many people, for how long? 

Songs 
If you record songs, try to record where the song came from (was it dreamed, who by, 
where). Can the songs be heard by anyone or are they restricted? Are they about 
country, if so which part of the country? 

When you record a story it is a good idea to have an English version as well. You can 
do this by playing the language version back to the speaker and having them translate it 
on to another tape recorder, or they can run through the translation on the same tape. 

Exercises to encourage literacy in local languages 
As well as all of the above you can work on these projects that will help the community 
or the school to see their language written down all around them: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Produce a newsletter written in the language 
Produce posters about important issues in the language 
Make signs of places in the community in the language 
Make health pamphlets in the language 
Make language posters for the store, clinic, office 
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4. Banyjima 

Banyjima is one of the Aboriginal languages of Onslow, its speakers used to live in a 
territory from the upper platteau of the Hammersly Range south of the Fortescue river; 
east to Weedilwolli creek near Marillana; south to Rocklea, on the upper branches of 

Turee Creek east to the Kunderong Range. 

The name of the language has sometimes been spelt Banjima, Panyjima, Bunjima, or 

Bundgima. 

The speakers of Banyjima now live in the coastal town of Onslow and surrounding 
areas. There are a number of other Aboriginal languages spoken in Onslow including 
Ngarluma, Thalanyji, Yindjibamdi, Ngarluma, and Pinikura. 

21' 
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Banyjima belongs to the Pama-Nyungan language family and is included in the Ngayarda 
subgroup. Many languages in this subgroup differ from languages in other language 
groups because they have a nominative/accusative case marking system (examples of 
this will be presented below). Dench (1981) has written extensively about Banyjima 
phonology (sound system) and morphology (words and affixes). Dench states that the 
nominative/accusative case marking system of Banyjima evolved from an earlier ergative 

case marking system. 

The Palyku language which is situated to the north of Banyjima is regarded by some 
linguists to be a dialect of Banyjima. This is based on a lexicostatistical survey (word 
comparisons) which showed a cognate density of 79% (O'Grady 1966) between the 
two languages. However based on syntactical (grammar) differences, Dench claims 
that Palyku is more closely related to Nyiyaparli. Palyku has a split ergative case 
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marking system with bound pronouns that cross reference for subject and object. 
Information for Nyiyaparli is limited but owing to its syntactic features, it has been 
classified as a Wati language. Perhaps Palyku should also be classified as a Wati 
language. 

4.1 Language Programmes 

No formalised language programme has occurred in Banyjima. The South Hedland 
Senior High School has some Aboriginal Studies units which feature some Language 
Awareness work in Banyjima. 

4.2 Banyjima Spelling System 

4.2.1 Banyjima Consonants 
Banyjima consonants are represented by the voiced consonants: b and d for the lip 
sounds and for the front and retroflex sounds, but k and g are both used for the back 
sound. This is to prevent confusion when the combination of n and k occur. If the k 
was written as a g the reader would have trouble knowing if it was an n followed by a 
g sound or an ng sound. 

bilabial dental 

stops b th 

nasals m nh 

laterals 1h 

tap/trill 

glides w 

4.2.2 Banyjima Vowels 

high 

low 

front back 

i, ii u,uu 

a, aa 

alveolar 

d 

n 

l 

rr 

retroflex palatal velar 

rd J k/g 

rn 

rl 

r 

ny 

ly 

y 

ng 

w 

The spelling system presented below can be used for Banyjima. 
a as in fJ!ther, but not so long 
aa as in p.W 
i as in pin 
ii as in p.el!,t 
b between English 12 and h 
d between English 1 and Q 
g between English k and g. 
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k between English k and g 
j as in J;!ew 
r as in English run 
I like English l 
1 y like in million 
lb made by saying l with your tongue blade pressed against the back of your top 

front teeth 
m like English m 
n like English n 
ng as in sing 
nh made by saying n with your tongue blade pressed against the back of your 

top front teeth. 
ny as in onion 
rd like .Q. said with the tongue tip curled backwards 
rl like l said with the tongue tip curled backwards 
rn liken said with the tongue tip curled backwards 
rr a trilled r like in Italian or Scottish English 
th made with your tongue blade pressed against the back of your top front teeth, 

like a th sound in English. 

u as in pnt 
uu as in 'f.QQ.t but twice as long 
w like English Yi. 

y like English y_ 

4.3 Words and Sentences in Banyjima 

4.3.1 Structure of Words 
This section looks at the ways in which consonants and vowels can be combined to 

make words and syllables. 
1. No words start with vowels. 
2. Consonants which start words are: 

bgjmngnywylnrd 
3. Consonant clusters cannot occur word initially 
4. The following consonants occur finally in words: 

n rn ny I rl ly rr 
5. There are sets of homorganic (produced in the same place in the mouth ) 

consonant clusters: stops and nasals-
mb ngg nt rnd nyj 

4.3.2 Word Classes 
Like all Australian Aboriginal languages, Banyjima has a complicated grammar and a 
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large vocabulary. There is a dictionary and a grammar of Banyjima, written by Alan 
Dench. The information presented below has been summarised from his work. 

Banyjima has the following parts of speech (different classes of words) (see Dench 
1991 for a more complete description): 

Nominals 
This consists of nouns and adjectives. There is also a set of kin terms and proper 
nouns which have special suffixes. And there is another set of dual kinterms which 
take special plural suffixes. 
Pronouns 
Pronouns in Banyjima distinguish among singular, dual and plural number with three 
person and an inclusive/exclusive distinction for non-singular first person. There is 
also a special coding of kin relationships between speakers and addressee(s) for first 
and second persons. 
Demonstratives 
These indicate the distance of the person or thing referred to in the utterance with 
respect to the speaker and the addressee. 
Verbs 
Banyjima verbs fall into two classes or conjugations and are inflected for tense, mood 
and aspect. 

4.3.3 Nominal Endings 
Banyjima has a nominative/accusative case marking system like English (although Dench 
notes that there is evidence of a previously ergative/absolutive case marking system). 
Nominals can have the following endings: 

Subject Marker -0 (zero) 
For example: 

ngunha-0 mirlima-lgu gurdanyba-gu 
that-subj spear-PRS bag-obj 
'He's spearing a bag.' 

Object Marker -yu (following words with two syllables) 
-gu (everywhere else) 

For example: 
ngatha mirda mana-nha gabi-yu 
lsgsubj not get-PAST fish-obj 
'I didn't get any fish.' 

Instrument (marks instrument) -nggu (following two syllable words) 
-gu (following a middle nasal/stop cluster) 
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-lu (everywhere else) 
For example: 

ngatha wirnda-ngguli-nha marnda-gu 
lsgsubj cut-PASS-PAST stone-INSTR 
'I got cut by a stone.' 

Location Marker <in/at/by/near/on) -ngga (following two syllable words) 
-ga (following a middle nasal/stop cluster) 
-la (everywhere else) 

For example: 
ngaliya-0 yana-nha wiya-larda ngunha-gutha-gu 
lduex-subj go-PAST see-FUT that-du-obj 

marlba-gutha-gu wangga-ga-gu 
man-du-obj word-LOC-obj 
'We went to see those two men talking.' 

From. away from -nguru 
For example: 

ngunha-0 marlba-0 baga-lgu yurlu-nguru 
that-subj man-subj come-PRS camp-away from 
'That man is coming from the camp.' 

To, towards -garda (direct), -wali (indirect) 
For example: 

ngatha-0 nyinku gadi-rda mama-ngu-garda mabarnba-nbarni-gu 
lsgsubj you-obj take-FUT father-PNC-to magic-have-obj 
'I'll take you to your uncle, (he's) a doctor.' 

Behind -bum 
For example: 

ngunha-0 marlba-0 garri -gu munggu-buru 
that-subj man-subj stand-PRS anthill-behind 
'That man is standing behind an anthill.' 

Possession, Belonging to -tharndu 
For example: 

ngunha-0 milyula-ma ngananha-gu walybala-tharndu-gu 
that-subj steal-PAST something-obj whiteman-POSS-obj 
'He stole something of the whitefellas.' 

Causative -mari 
For ex amp le: 

ngatha winya-0-rru mandu-mari 
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lsgsubj full-subj-now meat-CA US 
'I'm full of meat.' 

With/Having -ngarni 
For example: 

mama-0 bandi-gu manyga-gutha-ngarni-0 
father-subj sit-PRS son-du-have-subj 
'That father's sitting with two of his sons.' 

Without -ngga (following two syllable words) 
-badi 

For example: 
ngatha mandu-badi-0 
lsgsubj meat-without-subj 
'I've got no meat.' 

Number 

For example: 

-gutha (dual) 
-ngarli (plural) 
-jirri (plural on demonstratives) 

ngaliya-0 yana-nha wiya-larda ngunha-gutha-gu 
lduex-subj go-PAST see-FUT that-du-obj 

marlba-gutha-gu wangga-ga-gu 
man-du-obj talk-LOC-obj 
'We went to see those two men talking.' 

4.3.4 Free Pronouns 

4. Banyjima 

Free pronouns in Banyjima take the usual endings that occur on the end of nominals 
seen above. There are however some exceptions to these endings. The following table 
shows the exceptions: 

1 sm ular 1 du (in) 2 sin ular 

Subject ngatha 'I' ngali 'we 2' nyinda 'you' 

Object ngaju 'me' ngalimbagu 'us 2' nyinku 'you' 

Instrument ngathalu ngalilu nyindalu 

Location ngathala ngalila nyindala 

Possession ngathamdu ngalimbatharndu nyinkuthamdu 

There is other information besides number and person which is communicated in the 
pronoun system. This has to do with relationships between the speaker and the 
addressee. Avoidance terms are those that are used when the speaker is in the presence 
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of certain relations (such as a man and his mother-in-law). To find out more about this 
refer to Alan Dench's work on Banyjima listed in the reading section of this chapter. 

The following table shows the Subject form of the pronouns: 

Singular Dual Plural 

general avoidance general avoidance 

1st (in) ngali ngaliguru 

'we 2' 'we all' 

1st (ex) ngatha ngajubarda ngajubantharri 

'I' ngaliya 'we 21 ngaliyaguru 'we all' 

2nd nyinda nhubalu nyinkuwi nhubaluguru 

nyindayi nyinkungami 

'you' 'you 2' 'you 2' 'you all' 

3rd thana thanagutha thananmarra 'they all' 

he/she 'those 2' thananyungu 

4.3.5 Demonstratives in Banyjima 
Like many of the Pilbara languages, demonstratives (this, that, those, these) in Banyjima 
distinguish between things which are 'near the speaker', 'near the addressee' and 'far'. 

For example: 
nyiya 
banha 
ngunha 

near the speaker 
near the addressee 
far 

There are also other types of demonstratives which designate a place and are bound to a 
particular situation (see Alan Dench's work for more information on this). These are: 

nhangu 
bala/balangu 
ngula 

4.3.6 Verb Endings 

near the speaker 
near the addressee 
far 

Verbs in Banyjima belong to two different classes. Each class of verbs takes particular 
endings . In Banyjima there is an -L class and a -0 class. The following table shows 
the different types of endings that occur for the two classes (see 1.4.7 for information 

about what these endings mean): 
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-0 -L 
past -nha -ma 
present -gu -lgu 
future ( irrealis) -rda -larda 
future ( realis) -gaji -lgaji 
perfect -Iha -lalha 
habitual -wuru -lwuru 
imperative -ma -nma 
hortative -gara -lgara 
might (active) -jara -ljara 
might (passive) -buru -lburu 
contrafactual -rdanguru -lardanguru 
participle (active) -jangu -mu 
participle (passive) -janggaanu -maanu 

Here is an example of the above endings with the verb gamba -'to bum': 

gamba-rna 
gamba-lgu 
gamba-larda 
gamba-lgaji 
gamba-lalha 
gamba-lwuru 
gamba-nma 
gamba-lgara 
gamba-ljara 
gamba-lburu 
gamba-lardanguru 
gamba-rnu 
gamba-rnaanu 

4.3.7 Passivisation 

fM.L. 'he burnt it' 

Present 'he is burning it. ' 
Future Cirrealis! 'he might /could bum it' 
Future Crea/is) 'he will burn it' 
Perfect 'he burnt it' 
Habitual 'he used to burn it' 
Imperative 'burn it' 
Hortative 'let's burn it' 
Might (active! 'he might burn it' 
Might (passive) 'he might get burnt by it' 
Contrqfactugl 'he should burn it' 
Participle (active! 'he was burning it' 
Participle (passive) 'he was burnt by it. 

Four of the Ngayarda languages use a passive marker. In Banyjima, Martuthunira and 

Yindjibamdi, the ending -(n)nguli is added to a transitive verb to form the passive. The 
two sentences below show how the passive is formed in Banyjima. 

Normal Sentence 

ngatha yugurru-gu mandu-yu 

I-subj dog-obj meat-obj 

'I gave the dog meat.' 

yinya-nha 
give-PAST 
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Passive Sentence 
yugurru-0 yinya-nguli-nha mandu-yu ngatha-lu 
dog-subj give-PASS-PAST meat-obj 1-INSTR 
'The dog was given meat by me.' 

4.3.8 Some Complex Sentences in Banyjima 
ngunha-0 marlba-0 yana-nha balya-yu wiya-rnuma-lgu 
that-subj man-subj go-PAST woman-obj see-CONSEQ-PRS 
'That man went and, as a consequence, saw the )"Oman.' 

ngatha bilanyjayi-gu 
1-subj frightened-PRS 

gadama-lburu ngunha-jirri-lu jilyantharri-lu 
hit-PASS might that-pl-INSTR children-INSTR 

'I'm frightened I might get hit by those children.' 

4.4 Some Kinship Terms 

bibi 
gabarli 
gamayi 
gantharri 
ganthayiyarra 
gumbaliyarra 
gumbatharra 
gumbali 
gurda 
gurndalba 
gurndalgarra 
gurri 
mabuji 
mama 
manyga 
mariyarra 
marlba 
marrgara 
mayali 
mimi 
mugulba 
mugulbadiinha 
mugulyarra 
ngardi 
ngarraya 
nyuba 
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breast, mother 
father's mother 
mother's younger sisters 
mother's mother 
pair of mother's mother and daughters children 
pair of brother's-in-law 
pair of spouses 
brother-in-law, son of mother's brother 
brother 
daughter 
brother and father-in-law 
marriageable girl 
mother's father 
father 
son 
pair of younger sisters 
man, person 
younger brother 
father of my father, son's child 
mother's brother, father-in-law 
father's sister 
bereaved of father's sister 
pair of father's sister and brother's daughter 
mother 
daughter of mother's brother, daughter of father's sister 
spouse 
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Plural Number -paraku 
-warta 

For example: 
nyami-yarna yanani patu-paraku 
this-we come Patu-pl 
We (Warnman people) came here.' 

10.3.4 Pronouns 
The free pronouns in W arnman are largely used for emphasis, since bound pronouns 
do the main job of reference. They operate the same way as other Nominals do. 

Person Sin ular Dual Plural 
1 in parrakujaJTa 'we 2' pa,rrawarta 'we all' 
1 ex parra 'I' parralatjarra 'we 2' parrawarta 'we all' 
2 parrangku 'you' parrangkujarra 'you 2' pa,rrangkuwarta 'you all' 

10.3.5 Person Pronouns as Suffixes 
Bound person pronouns occur as suffixes attached to the first word or utterance of a 
sentence. There are Subject (or nominative), Object (or accusative) and Indirect 
Object (or dative/benefactive) person pronoun suffixes. 

Subject Pronouns 
Person Singular 
1 in 
1 ex 
2 

3 

-ma 'I' 
-n 'you' 
-0 'he/she/it' 

For example: 
Yana-rna 
Yana-li 
Yana-lija 
Yana-la 
Yana-yarna 
Yana-n 
Yana-0 
Yana-npula 
Yana-nyurra 
Yana-pula 
Yana-ya 

Dual Plural 
-ii 'we two' -la 'we all' 
-liju 'we two' -yama 'we all' 
-npula 'you two' -nyurra 'you all' 
-pula 'those two' -ya 'they all' 

I went. 

We two (you and I) went. 
We two (excluding you) went. 
We all (including you) went. 
We all (excluding you) went. 
You went. 
He/she/it went. 
You two went. 
You all went. 
Those two went. 
They all went. 
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Object Pronouns 
Person Singular 
1 in 
1 ex 
2 

3 

-nya 'me' 
-nta 'you' 
-0' -la ' him/her/it' 

Dual Plural 

-linya 'us two' -lanya 'us all' 

-ngalinya 'us two' -nganyjurranya 'us all' 

-ntapula 'you two' -nyurranya 'you all' 

-pulanya'those two' -jananya 'them' 

For third person singular there is a special marker -1 a which can occur meaning 

'at/to/from - him/her/it'. 
For example: 

Pinya-nya 
Pinya-ngalinya 
Pinya-nganyjurranya 
Pinya-linya 
Pinya-nta 
Pinya-ntapula 
Pinya-0 
Pinya-pulanya 
Pinya-jananya 
Pinya-Iinya 

He hit me. 
He hit us two (excluding you). 
He hit us (more than two excluding you). 
He hit us two (including you). 
He hit you. 
He hit you two. 
He hit her. 
He hit those two. 
He hit them (more than two). 
He hit us two. 

Indirect Object Pronouns (also known as Benefactive or Dative) 
Person Singular Dual Plural 

1 in -ngaliku 'for us 2' -nganaku 'for us all' 
1 ex -ja 'for me' -ngalijaku 'for us 2' -nganajaku 'for us all' 
2 -ngku 'for you' -ntapulaku 'for you 2' -nyurraku 'for you all' 
3 -ra "for him/her/it' -pulaku 'for those 2' -janaku'to them' 

For example: 
Mana-ja 
Mana-ngalijaku 
Mana-nganaku 
Mana-ngaliku 
Mana-ngku 
Mana-ntapulaku 
Mana-ra 
Mana-pulaku 
Mana-janaku 
Mana-ngaliku 
Mana-nganajaku 
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He got it for me. 
He got it for us two (excluding you). 
He got it for us (more than two excluding you). 
He got it for us two (including you). 

He got it for you. 
He got it for you two. 
He got it for her. 
He got it for those two. 
He got it for them (more than two). 
He got it for us two. 
He got it for us all (excluding you). 



10. Warnman 

The Person Pronouns occur on the first word of a sentence. They have the following 
order of occurrence: 
1. First Person markers precede other person markers. 

This is regardless of whether the markers are subject, object etc. 
2. Otherwise - reflexive, object, benefactive, subject 

10.3.6 Demonstratives 
The third person pronouns act like demonstratives (this, that, those, these etc) 

palawarniny he/she/it (nearby) 
palawarninykujarra those two (nearby) 
palawarninywarta those - more than two (nearby) 

10.3.7 Negative Marker 
The following particle is used in Warnman to indicate 'not':-mirta. 
For example: 

mirta -jananya-n 
not-Jplobj-2sgsubj 

ya-rra 
go-IMP 

'Don't go to them.' 

10.3.8 Verb Endings 
Warnman has four verb classes -L, -0, -RR, and -W 
These can be seen in the following table: 

-L -f' -RR 
waka-'spear' wanti• 'sit/stay ya- 'go/come' 

Pres -npa/-mi -manyi -npa 
Past -ma -nya -na 
Fut -nku -ku -nku 
Past:Cnt -minya -minya -ninya 
Imp -la -0/-ya -rra 

-W 

pu- 'hit/kill' 
-nganyi 
-nya (pinya) 
-ngku 
-nganyinya 
-wa 

The following table shows how the different endings affect the meaning of the verb 
waka- 'to spear' in Warni:rian. 

wakarni he is speaking it Present Tense 
wakarna he speared it Past Tense 
wakanku he will spear it Future Tense 
wakarninya he was spearing it Past Continuous 
wakala spear it! Imperative 
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